630W OW SERIES
6.5” 2-WAY FULL RANGE ON-WALL LOUDSPEAKER - 2.75” DEPTH

The On-Wall series of speakers is exactly what you'd expect from James Loudspeaker, high quality audio and durability in a sleek, versatile, on-wall design. The 630W is just one of these multi-use speakers. Boasting a compact, ultra-slim design at just 2.75" this speaker easily integrates into any environment. With the James high excursion proprietary woofers, and an ultra-low distortion beryllium dome tweeter, this compact speaker offers silky smooth response across a broad range of frequencies from 24kHz all the way down to below 80Hz, with an impressive sensitivity of 92dB. This versatile speaker pairs perfectly with the James SPL6 series to provide a compact surround sound system, delivering crystal clear audio with minimal visual impact. It can also easily be used as a standalone on-wall or bookshelf speaker with or without a companion James subwoofer.

The 630W is constructed entirely of aircraft grade aluminum for strength, sonic performance, and durability, and includes a stainless steel perforated grille to provide years of trouble free use. Blind through holes are incorporated into each speaker for wall mounting or brackets can be purchased separately. For outdoor/marine applications order the 630WM.

(1) 1” (25mm) Beryllium Dome Tweeter
(2) 6.5” (165mm) Aluminum Ultra-Slim Woofers

Size: 22 h x 7.75 w x 2.714” d (in) 609 h x 197 w x 70 d (mm)
Freq Response: 80Hz-24kHz±3dB
Impedance: 8 ohms
Sensitivity: 92dB 2.83V /1m
Power req: 25-200 watts
Woofer: (2) 6.5” (165mm) Aluminum Ultra-Slim
Tweeter: (1) 1” (25mm) Beryllium Dome
Mount: Through hole (Optional Brackets)
Finishes: Gloss White, Satin Black, or Custom
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